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Back to the Futurism
Digital artists Matt Smith and Anders Rådén
have used old photographs and new 3D
printing techniques to recreate full-size copies
of some of the lost sculptures by the Futurist
artist Umberto Boccioni (1882–1916).
Boccioni was a significant artist and writer
in the Futurist movement, yet few of his
sculptures survive as much of his work was
destroyed in 1927.

Above Umberto Boccioni (1912) Study for Empty and Full Abstracts of a Head
Left Digital rendering (contour) of Empty and Full Abstracts of a Head. Matt Smith and Anders Rådén

Boccioni’s best-known work Unique Forms of Continuity in Space, a bronze sculpture
of an expressive fluid figure in arrested movement, is featured on the back of
the Italian 20c coin. But it was preceded by three works in plaster that reveal its
evolution. Now digital renderings of these three lost sculptures, a copy of Unique
Forms, and a drawing Empty and Full Abstracts of a Head are featured in an exhibition
at the Estorick Collection in London. The show also features maquettes, made by
Rådén and Smith using their understanding of Boccioni’s work to understand and
compensate for the parts of the sculptures not visible in the old photographs.
Umberto Boccioni: Recreating the Lost Sculptures is at the Estorick Collection of Modern
Italian Art, London, until 22 Dec. www.estorickcollection.com
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